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Kate Anderson 
Kate Anderson has been in school too long.  She holds a MA in English Literature from the University of 
Calgary, where she completed a thesis on the intersections among larping, role playing games, and 
medieval literature.  She is now, for some strange reason, working towards a combined MLIS/JD at 
Dalhousie University.  Kate still, somehow, enjoys reading and writing.  In her spare time, she both plays 
and runs D&D games to varying degrees of success. 

 
Miranda Angelski 
Miranda Angelski will soon (hopefully!) hold an MLIS degree in her hands from Dalhousie University. She 
has a bachelor’s degree in English Language and Literature and minor in German Language and Culture 
from Western University, where she could be found in the library buried in numerous books in various 
languages. In her free time, she enjoys exploring Nova Scotia, listening to long murder podcasts on the 
beach, ESL services, and collecting (but sadly not making) strange and outlandish toques.  

 
Mackenzie Cormack 
Mackenzie Cormack is currently completing her first year in the MI program at Dalhousie University. She 
completed her undergraduate degree with an honours in social anthropology and did her honours thesis 
on K-Pop fandoms and identity within Halifax. She has always been interested in various genres of 
music, books, movies and television, with her favourite of those hobbies currently being involvement 
within the K-Pop fandom. Mackenzie also has a passion for drawing and different forms of artistic 
expression. 

 
Molly Coyle 
Molly Coyle has a BA in creative writing and will soon have an MLIS degree from Dalhousie University. 
Though she is originally from the US, Molly loves to travel and has spent the last five years living in Japan 
and Canada. When she’s not studying all-things-library, Molly enjoys writing comic strips, watching 
animated films, and looking for cool bugs in her backyard.  

 
Jianing Sun 
Jianing Sun is originally from China, and she’s been in Canada over 7 years. She has a bachelor's degree 
in Finance, and will soon get an MI (Master of Information) degree from Dalhousie University. Jianing’s 
multicultural background makes her an open-minded person, she loves working in environments with 
diverse traditions and people. 
 


